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Abstract: 

Platelet components (PCs) have vast applications in medical cases. Since 

PCs store in room temperature (among 20- 24 o c), they may be liable to 

bacterial contamination. There are varied methods for figuring out 

bacterial contamination in PCs. These strategies categorized into two 

groups: Firstly, culture primarily based strategies and secondly, non-

culture based totally techniques. Both of them have a couple of merits and 

demerits. BacT/ALERT is a culture-based totally technique, which has 

been approved with the aid of the food and drug administration. Although 

sensitivity and specificity of this method might be controversial and isn't 

universal. This approach is taken into consideration as gold standard 

contemporary approach and it is a ways extra reliable and notable in 

contrast with the contamination detection strategies. It is assumed that, 

software of rapid strategies play an essential function in detection of 

bacterial contamination in the future. Accordingly, this look at aimed to 

represent a summary of each method, which turned into used for bacterial 

contamination detection in PCs with detailed evaluation of culture-

primarily based techniques, particularly BacT/ALERT. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Platelet is enucleated mobile fragments produced with the aid of 

megakaryocytes. They play a vital function in hemostasis in addition to 

thrombosis and bleeding. Hence, platelet components (PCs) transfusion is 

a vital system in a whole lot of patients specially those who have 

hematological and oncological diseases. PCs have considerable scientific 

utilization. Even even though researchers have executed various 

endeavors to do away with bacterial contamination of PCs, but it still 

remains a fitness concern at some point of the world. PCs garage in room 

temperature (between 20-24°C) is one of critical reasons, which makes 

those blood products prone to bacterial contamination. Consequently, 

blood centers ought to carry out satisfactory control on PCs earlier than 

use in order that they make sure these products do not have any bacterial 

contamination. 

Contaminating of PCs with bacteria occur a ways higher (100-1000 times) 

in evaluation with viral infection. In America after transfusion mistakes, 

bacterial contamination is the second most standard reason of death 

associated with blood transfusion. In general, it's miles asserted that, 

approximately one out of each 2000–3000 PCs units is probably have 

some forms of bacterial contamination attributable to the donor’s pores 

and skin or bloodstream. Moreover, in this investigation the blessings and 

disadvantages of every assessment technique have been studied with an 

emphasis on culturebased strategies, in particular BacT/ALERT. 

Producing the PCs with the aid of PRP approach commence by doing a 

light spin centrifugation in 2000 g accompanied with the aid of a heavy 

spin centrifugation in 5000 g. BC strategies begin with ‘high speed’ 

centrifugation (2800 g), which separate the platelet-terrible plasma and the 

packed pink blood cells. The residual BC is re-suspended and pooled with 

3 to 5 different donor BCs and after that the BC pool is centrifuged at 

‘low speed’ (700 g). 

Bacterial contamination in PCs: Bacterial contamination of cellular blood 

additives is defined as contaminating these blood merchandise by means 

of micro-organism, that's create transfusion response or any adverse 

event following either complete blood or its other derived product 

transfusion. Gram-fine cocci are the maximum everyday contaminants of 

platelet, encompass staphylococci and streptococci. 

Most cases of PCs bacterial infection arise during venipuncture. 

Moreover, less frequently, it occurs due to asymptomatic donor 

bacteremia or all through training of PCs. Another factor of significance 

is bacterial contamination of the blood merchandise that is not specific to 

PCs and may additionally occur in purple blood cells merchandise just 

like PCs. Indeed, predominant difference attributed to garage condition. 

Bacterial contamination of PCs has intense and adverse outcomes for 

patients and it's far one among the essential reasons of fatality following 

transfusion. Despite employing all of proposed solutions for doing away 

with bacterial contamination, we can't get rid of it from PCs. 

A couple of strategies and precautions, which reduce bacterial infection 

as below: 

1. Skin in which phlebotomy tended to carry out must no longer be 

touched earlier than puncture. 

2. The skin of phlebotomy area has to be preferably disinfected 

3. Initial sample diversion 

These first three strategies can lessen bacterial load in the preliminary 

blood collection and prevent bacterial infection as a consequence of skin 

commensal organisms. 

However, this method has a couple of limitations, including viable 

toxicity, possible discount in component satisfactory, cost, incomplete 

inactivation, as well as incapacity to inactivate prions and new or 

unrecognized pathogens. Hence, bacterial infection detection in PCs is 

consequential, because of fierce consequences, which these contaminated 

components may additionally create in sufferers. 

Contamination Detection Methods: 

Methods to detect bacterial contamination in PCs, which some of them 

had been authorized and the others are underneath development. Each of 

these ways has relative sensitivity and specificity. Testing methods of 

bacterial contamination may be either lively or inactive (passive). In 

lively type, PCs are tested prior to administration, however in passive 

type, simplest clinically vital transfusion reactions are tested 

retrospectively. However, plainly passive technique leads to 

underestimate the prevalence of bacterial contamination. In the cutting-

edge investigation, each of them might be mentioned in detail. 

Culture method is achieved either during the product shelf life (for 

instance, between 12 to 36 hours of holding time) or at or near the time 

of product transfusion. In the primary type, because the bacterial load is 

simply too low, it's miles traumatic to be detectable. Culture primarily 

based techniques require that micro-organism grow in the tradition 

situations of the test. These tests are capable to stumble on as few as one 

colony-forming unit (CFU) of bacteria within the inoculated pattern, and 
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may reliably discover 10- a hundred CFU within the sample. To conclude, 

culture base structures are the most sensitive method for the detection of 

bacterial infection of PCs. 

Enhanced bacterial detection system (EBDS) monitoring oxygen 

consumption and pan genera detection (PGD) Practices via American 

affiliation of blood banks (AABB). 

BacT/ALERT is a colorimetric lifestyle machine with an FDA-accepted 

indication for checking out platelet infection. This technique optimizes 

bacterial detection and permits bacterial growth in PCs (increase bacterial 

concentrations) the effects in bacterial concentration turns into much more 

likely more than detection variety of culturebased machine (1-10 

CFU/ml). In BacT/ALERT approach, it ought to be taken into 

consideration that no less than 10 hours incubation (relying at the bacterial 

load) requires to acquire the result. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Researches have shown that generation of bio responsive polymers 

primarily based on enzyme operate reactions is the suitable technique to 

stumble on each contaminating organisms and wound infection. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

The efficiency of bacterial detection in PCs relies upon on several factors 

which include sampling time, pattern volume in addition to sensitivity of 

the detection technique and bacterial boom kinetics. Rapid strategies are 

capable of diagnose and provide us check outcomes within a quick time 

period, which it minimizes the sampling error risk like low extent or 

sampling time errors. Furthermore, more than one techniques like 

molecular techniques are essential in research centers. 

 

 


